
                              

2023 IPANM Golf Tournament 

Wednesday, July 19, 2023      8 AM Shotgun 

Sandia Golf Club at Sandia Resort & Casino 
 

Rules 
 

Four Person Scramble:  Each player tees off on each hole and the team decides on which location to play from.  Every 
player then plays their second shot form within one club length of where the best shot has come to rest and procedure is 
repeated until hole is complete.  The ball must be played from same condition (fairway, rough, hazard, etc.) 
 
Missing Player Procedure:  If a team has only 3 players, one player may play two shots on a rotation basis to serve as the 
fourth player.  The rotation should be established at your first hole and proceed from there. 
 
Tees:     Men play from BLUE TEES 

         Women  play from RED TEES 
 
Rules:   USGA Rules will govern all play along with the following rules: 
  BOGEY IS YOUR FRIEND – In order to keep play at a speedy pace, the highest score any foursome 

         can take on any hole is BOGEY. Once you reach bogey, please pick up and move to the next hole.   
                 In CASE rain shortened event, your first 9 holes only will be used to determine the flight winners compared to  
                         par.  If a tie exists in a flight under a 9-hole shortened tournament, a card draw determines winner. 
   In CASE of a flight tie after a full 18-hole tournament, ties will be decided by scorecard playoff starting 

         on Boulder #1 (not the first hole you play in the shotgun) until a winner is determined. 
 

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! 
Mulligan & String Package For Sale (1 Per Team):         $100/Team Paid At Time of Check In  CASH ONLY 
 For $100, each team will get 3 mulligans to use at any point on during the round. A mulligan can be used when a team 
decides to nominate one team member to take the team’s “fifth” attempt on a single stroke. It does NOT mean that all 
four members get to take a mulligan on that particular stroke (That would be the equivalent of getting eight attempts! No!) 
  Additionally, teams will get 24 inches of string and scissors.  String can be used on the green only to allow a team to 
move their ball to more advantageous spot (such as in the hole!) without losing a stroke. Missed that tricky putt by 6 inches? 
Well, you can just whip out the string, and cut off 6 inches of length and that last putt is now, in fact, holed. However, be 
tactical and judicious in your use of string to maximize its benefit over as many holes as possible. However, once you use 
all string, the benefit is over. There is also no payback or bonus for left over string after 18-holes. 
 
Prize Holes: 
 

(TBA)  Par 3 TBA  Par 3 TBA  Par 5 TBA  Par 3 
Closest To The Pin 

(Women) 
Hole In One 

For New Vehicle! 
Long Drive 

(Men & Women) 
Closest To The Pin 

(Men) 
 
Overall Prizes: 

Based on reported handicaps, all teams have been designated a single, adjusted team handicap as 
calculated/averaged into a scramble format. The team handicap determines team assignment into one of three flights:  

 
Flight 1 (Premiere Golfers) Flight 2 (Intermediate Golfers) Flight 3 (Beginner and “Sunday” Golfers) 

 

 

Cash prizes awarded ONLY to the 

lowest scoring team for EACH flight. 
 

       
 


